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Grounded Semantics 

• Grounded language acquisition:  
– Learn to correspond text to a part of world state 

43’ Essien is penalised 
for a challenge on 
Fabregas in midfield. 
 

Time Type Qualifier Team Player 

2592” Pass Throw In Chelsea Kalou 

2594” Tackle Long Ball Arsenal Clichy 

2594” Disposses
s 

Through Ball Chelsea Essien 

2596” foul Through Ball Chelsea Essien 

2603” pass Free Kick Arsenal Fabregas 

2605” Pass Chipped Arsenal Clichy 

2609” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Koscielny 

2615” Pass Long Ball Arsenal Song 

2623” Pass Head Arsenal Nasri 

Emirates Stadium, England

Referee: Mark Clattenburg

World Cup Live

94'

Thanks for joining us folks, be sure to check out ESPNsoccernet for all the fallout from this game and for all the live updates and action
from tomorrow's Premier League matches. I bid you adieu.

94'

If Manchester United win their game in hand on Chelsea, they will be nine points clear - an incredible swing of 14 points from when the
Blues were five points clear in October. Arsenal, meanwhile, are now right in the hunt.

94'

FT: Comment from ESPNsoccernet's Jon Carter: Wenger called the game 'must-win' and paid attention to the 'mental hurdle' that Arsenal
had to negotiate. Job done, but even he would have been surprised by the lack of fight in Chelsea.

94'

Full-time: ARSENAL 3-1 CHELSEA The Gunners have finally shaken off their Chelsea hoodoo and only Fulham are in worse form
than the champions, who have now failed to win in six games, with just two victories in their past nine. Fantastic result and fully justified
win for Wenger's men, the decision to start Van Persie and Walcott was a tactical masterstroke.

94'

It's all over! A huge victory for the Gunners.

93'

One last break now for Arsenal - Rosicky hits the post! But he was offside anyway.

93'

Just 30 seconds remaining and there is no doubting the outcome of this game now.

92'

Arsenal just patiently spreading the ball around, although Kakuta does well to chase down Diaby.

91'

Wilshere plays in Chamakh but Cech does enough to divert him away from goal by making himself big.

90'

Cole advanced down the left and he is well out of position as Arsenal break now.

90'

Four minutes of added time to play.

89'

 

48'

Another corner for the Gunners now, Nasri to deliver.

48'

Ramires with a heavy tackle on Wilshere, but no card is forthcoming.

47'

Alex Song celebrates giving Arsenal a first-half lead.

47'

Ramires releases Ferreira down the right - that's more attacking intent than he showed in the entire first half.

47'

Van Persie whips it in and Cech fumbles but eventually keeps it in his hands.

46'

Arsenal have an early corner after Walcott's cross is deflected out.

45'

I can wholeheartedly understand Ancelotti's withdrawal of Mikel, he ha sbeen pretty ineffective at protecting the back four.

45'

Right, we're off for the second period...

45'

 Ramires on for Mikel.

45'

HT: Half-time sub for Chelsea, Ramires is coming on for Mikel.

45'

HT: On our Facebook wall, there was one score prediciton of 5-0 to Chelsea. Reckon that was just a tad optimistic from Deni Permana.
Yes, you have been named and shamed!

45'

HT: I'm not sure what the answer will be for Chelsea but I'd say that keeping the ball on the ground would be a good start. Ashley Cole
and Paulo Ferreira have rarely been out of their own half, while Essien and Lampard have been anonymous.

45'

HT: Comment from ESPNsoccernet's Jon Carter: Arsenal have been the more attacking side and have, so far, managed to keep Didier

Drogba quiet at the other end of the pitch. Relief is the over-riding feeling for most Arsenal fans.

45'

HT: The football is just incessant at the moment folks and tomorrow (Tuesday) sees another round of Premier League games. Check out
the latest team news here.

45'

Half-time: ARSENAL 1-0 CHELSEA. The Gunners have shown more attacking intent and have been rewarded for their verve and

Game Events 



Related Work 

• Approaches: 
– Supervised approaches  
 [Ge & Mooney, 2005; Zettlemoyer & Collins, 2005; Lu et al., 2008]  

– Weakly supervised approaches 
 [Chen & Mooney, 2008; Liang et al., 2009; Bordes et al., 2010,Goldwasser,et.al.,2012]  

– Clustering based 
 [Poon & Domingos, 2009] 

– Reinforcement learning 
 [Branavan et al., 2009,2010] 

• Domains: 
– Robocup soccer      [Chen & Mooney, 2008, Hajishirzi et al., 2010] 

– Instructions           [2010, Artzi, Zettlemoyer,2013, Kay,Mooney,2013]          

– Weather reports    [Liang et al., 2009] 



Time Type Qualifier Team Player 

2592” Pass Throw In Chelsea Kalou 

2594” Tackle Long Ball Arsenal Clichy 

2594” Disposses
s 

Through Ball Chelsea Essien 

2596” foul Through Ball Chelsea Essien 

2603” pass Free Kick Arsenal Fabregas 

2605” Pass Chipped Arsenal Clichy 

2609” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Koscielny 

2615” Pass Long Ball Arsenal Song 

2623” Pass Head Arsenal Nasri 

2625” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Song 

2627” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Wilshere 

2629” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Fabregas 

2630” Goal Through Ball Arsenal Song 

Professional Soccer Dataset Emirates Stadium, England

Referee: Mark Clattenburg

World Cup Live

94'

Thanks for joining us folks, be sure to check out ESPNsoccernet for all the fallout from this game and for all the live updates and action
from tomorrow's Premier League matches. I bid you adieu.

94'

If Manchester United win their game in hand on Chelsea, they will be nine points clear - an incredible swing of 14 points from when the
Blues were five points clear in October. Arsenal, meanwhile, are now right in the hunt.

94'

FT: Comment from ESPNsoccernet's Jon Carter: Wenger called the game 'must-win' and paid attention to the 'mental hurdle' that Arsenal
had to negotiate. Job done, but even he would have been surprised by the lack of fight in Chelsea.

94'

Full-time: ARSENAL 3-1 CHELSEA The Gunners have finally shaken off their Chelsea hoodoo and only Fulham are in worse form
than the champions, who have now failed to win in six games, with just two victories in their past nine. Fantastic result and fully justified
win for Wenger's men, the decision to start Van Persie and Walcott was a tactical masterstroke.

94'

It's all over! A huge victory for the Gunners.

93'

One last break now for Arsenal - Rosicky hits the post! But he was offside anyway.

93'

Just 30 seconds remaining and there is no doubting the outcome of this game now.

92'

Arsenal just patiently spreading the ball around, although Kakuta does well to chase down Diaby.

91'

Wilshere plays in Chamakh but Cech does enough to divert him away from goal by making himself big.

90'

Cole advanced down the left and he is well out of position as Arsenal break now.

90'

Four minutes of added time to play.

89'

 

48'

Another corner for the Gunners now, Nasri to deliver.

48'

Ramires with a heavy tackle on Wilshere, but no card is forthcoming.

47'

Alex Song celebrates giving Arsenal a first-half lead.

47'

Ramires releases Ferreira down the right - that's more attacking intent than he showed in the entire first half.

47'

Van Persie whips it in and Cech fumbles but eventually keeps it in his hands.

46'

Arsenal have an early corner after Walcott's cross is deflected out.

45'

I can wholeheartedly understand Ancelotti's withdrawal of Mikel, he ha sbeen pretty ineffective at protecting the back four.

45'

Right, we're off for the second period...

45'

 Ramires on for Mikel.

45'

HT: Half-time sub for Chelsea, Ramires is coming on for Mikel.

45'

HT: On our Facebook wall, there was one score prediciton of 5-0 to Chelsea. Reckon that was just a tad optimistic from Deni Permana.
Yes, you have been named and shamed!

45'

HT: I'm not sure what the answer will be for Chelsea but I'd say that keeping the ball on the ground would be a good start. Ashley Cole
and Paulo Ferreira have rarely been out of their own half, while Essien and Lampard have been anonymous.

45'

HT: Comment from ESPNsoccernet's Jon Carter: Arsenal have been the more attacking side and have, so far, managed to keep Didier

Drogba quiet at the other end of the pitch. Relief is the over-riding feeling for most Arsenal fans.

45'

HT: The football is just incessant at the moment folks and tomorrow (Tuesday) sees another round of Premier League games. Check out
the latest team news here.

45'

Half-time: ARSENAL 1-0 CHELSEA. The Gunners have shown more attacking intent and have been rewarded for their verve and

43’ Essien penalised for 
a challenge on Fabregas 
in midfield. 
 
 
44’ Song began the move, 
exchanged with Wilshere 
on the edge of the box 
before stealing the ball 
off Fabregas' foot and 
sliding it home with his 
left foot from ten yards 
out. What a fantastic 
goal. 

Commentary Game Events 

[Hajishirzi et. al.’12] 



Challenges 

• 1. Hand-annotated alignment is too expensive 

Time Type Qualifier Team Player 

2603” pass Free Kick Arsenal Fabregas 

2605” Pass Chipped Arsenal Clichy 

2609” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Koscielny 

2615” Pass Long Ball Arsenal Song 

2623” Pass Head Arsenal Nasri 

2625” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Song 

2627” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Wilshere 

2629” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Fabregas 

2630” Goal Through Ball Arsenal Song 

Emirates Stadium, England

Referee: Mark Clattenburg

World Cup Live

94'

Thanks for joining us folks, be sure to check out ESPNsoccernet for all the fallout from this game and for all the live updates and action
from tomorrow's Premier League matches. I bid you adieu.

94'

If Manchester United win their game in hand on Chelsea, they will be nine points clear - an incredible swing of 14 points from when the
Blues were five points clear in October. Arsenal, meanwhile, are now right in the hunt.

94'

FT: Comment from ESPNsoccernet's Jon Carter: Wenger called the game 'must-win' and paid attention to the 'mental hurdle' that Arsenal
had to negotiate. Job done, but even he would have been surprised by the lack of fight in Chelsea.

94'

Full-time: ARSENAL 3-1 CHELSEA The Gunners have finally shaken off their Chelsea hoodoo and only Fulham are in worse form
than the champions, who have now failed to win in six games, with just two victories in their past nine. Fantastic result and fully justified
win for Wenger's men, the decision to start Van Persie and Walcott was a tactical masterstroke.

94'

It's all over! A huge victory for the Gunners.

93'

One last break now for Arsenal - Rosicky hits the post! But he was offside anyway.

93'

Just 30 seconds remaining and there is no doubting the outcome of this game now.

92'

Arsenal just patiently spreading the ball around, although Kakuta does well to chase down Diaby.

91'

Wilshere plays in Chamakh but Cech does enough to divert him away from goal by making himself big.

90'

Cole advanced down the left and he is well out of position as Arsenal break now.

90'

Four minutes of added time to play.

89'

 

48'

Another corner for the Gunners now, Nasri to deliver.

48'

Ramires with a heavy tackle on Wilshere, but no card is forthcoming.

47'

Alex Song celebrates giving Arsenal a first-half lead.

47'

Ramires releases Ferreira down the right - that's more attacking intent than he showed in the entire first half.

47'

Van Persie whips it in and Cech fumbles but eventually keeps it in his hands.

46'

Arsenal have an early corner after Walcott's cross is deflected out.

45'

I can wholeheartedly understand Ancelotti's withdrawal of Mikel, he ha sbeen pretty ineffective at protecting the back four.

45'

Right, we're off for the second period...

45'

 Ramires on for Mikel.

45'

HT: Half-time sub for Chelsea, Ramires is coming on for Mikel.

45'

HT: On our Facebook wall, there was one score prediciton of 5-0 to Chelsea. Reckon that was just a tad optimistic from Deni Permana.
Yes, you have been named and shamed!

45'

HT: I'm not sure what the answer will be for Chelsea but I'd say that keeping the ball on the ground would be a good start. Ashley Cole
and Paulo Ferreira have rarely been out of their own half, while Essien and Lampard have been anonymous.

45'

HT: Comment from ESPNsoccernet's Jon Carter: Arsenal have been the more attacking side and have, so far, managed to keep Didier

Drogba quiet at the other end of the pitch. Relief is the over-riding feeling for most Arsenal fans.

45'

HT: The football is just incessant at the moment folks and tomorrow (Tuesday) sees another round of Premier League games. Check out
the latest team news here.

45'

Half-time: ARSENAL 1-0 CHELSEA. The Gunners have shown more attacking intent and have been rewarded for their verve and

 
44’ Song began the move 
[4], exchanged with 
Wilshere on the edge of 
the box [6,7] before 
stealing the ball off 
Fabregas' foot [8] and 
sliding it home with his 
left foot from ten yards 
out [9]. What a fantastic 
goal. 

Commentary Game Events 

1 

2 

3 

4 
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6 

7 

8 
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Time Type Qualifier Team Player 

2592” Pass Throw In Chelsea Kalou 

2594” Tackle Long Ball Arsenal Clichy 

2594” Disposses
s 

Through Ball Chelsea Essien 

2596” foul Through Ball Chelsea Essien 

2603” pass Free Kick Arsenal Fabregas 

2605” Pass Chipped Arsenal Clichy 

2609” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Koscielny 

2615” Pass Long Ball Arsenal Song 

2623” Pass Head Arsenal Nasri 

2625” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Song 

2627” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Wilshere 

2629” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Fabregas 

2630” Goal Through Ball Arsenal Song 

Weak Supervision Emirates Stadium, England

Referee: Mark Clattenburg

World Cup Live

94'

Thanks for joining us folks, be sure to check out ESPNsoccernet for all the fallout from this game and for all the live updates and action
from tomorrow's Premier League matches. I bid you adieu.

94'

If Manchester United win their game in hand on Chelsea, they will be nine points clear - an incredible swing of 14 points from when the
Blues were five points clear in October. Arsenal, meanwhile, are now right in the hunt.

94'

FT: Comment from ESPNsoccernet's Jon Carter: Wenger called the game 'must-win' and paid attention to the 'mental hurdle' that Arsenal
had to negotiate. Job done, but even he would have been surprised by the lack of fight in Chelsea.

94'

Full-time: ARSENAL 3-1 CHELSEA The Gunners have finally shaken off their Chelsea hoodoo and only Fulham are in worse form
than the champions, who have now failed to win in six games, with just two victories in their past nine. Fantastic result and fully justified
win for Wenger's men, the decision to start Van Persie and Walcott was a tactical masterstroke.

94'

It's all over! A huge victory for the Gunners.

93'

One last break now for Arsenal - Rosicky hits the post! But he was offside anyway.

93'

Just 30 seconds remaining and there is no doubting the outcome of this game now.

92'

Arsenal just patiently spreading the ball around, although Kakuta does well to chase down Diaby.

91'

Wilshere plays in Chamakh but Cech does enough to divert him away from goal by making himself big.

90'

Cole advanced down the left and he is well out of position as Arsenal break now.

90'

Four minutes of added time to play.

89'

 

48'

Another corner for the Gunners now, Nasri to deliver.

48'

Ramires with a heavy tackle on Wilshere, but no card is forthcoming.

47'

Alex Song celebrates giving Arsenal a first-half lead.

47'

Ramires releases Ferreira down the right - that's more attacking intent than he showed in the entire first half.

47'

Van Persie whips it in and Cech fumbles but eventually keeps it in his hands.

46'

Arsenal have an early corner after Walcott's cross is deflected out.

45'

I can wholeheartedly understand Ancelotti's withdrawal of Mikel, he ha sbeen pretty ineffective at protecting the back four.

45'

Right, we're off for the second period...

45'

 Ramires on for Mikel.

45'

HT: Half-time sub for Chelsea, Ramires is coming on for Mikel.

45'

HT: On our Facebook wall, there was one score prediciton of 5-0 to Chelsea. Reckon that was just a tad optimistic from Deni Permana.
Yes, you have been named and shamed!

45'

HT: I'm not sure what the answer will be for Chelsea but I'd say that keeping the ball on the ground would be a good start. Ashley Cole
and Paulo Ferreira have rarely been out of their own half, while Essien and Lampard have been anonymous.

45'

HT: Comment from ESPNsoccernet's Jon Carter: Arsenal have been the more attacking side and have, so far, managed to keep Didier

Drogba quiet at the other end of the pitch. Relief is the over-riding feeling for most Arsenal fans.

45'

HT: The football is just incessant at the moment folks and tomorrow (Tuesday) sees another round of Premier League games. Check out
the latest team news here.

45'

Half-time: ARSENAL 1-0 CHELSEA. The Gunners have shown more attacking intent and have been rewarded for their verve and

43’ Essien penalised for 
a challenge on Fabregas 
in midfield. 
 
 
44’ Song began the move, 
exchanged with Wilshere 
on the edge of the box 
before stealing the ball 
off Fabregas' foot and 
sliding it home with his 
left foot from ten yards 
out. What a fantastic 
goal. 

Commentary Game Events 



Challenges 

• 2. Complex structure and paraphrases 

Time Type Qualifier Team Player 

2603” pass Free Kick Arsenal Fabregas 

2605” Pass Chipped Arsenal Clichy 

2609” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Koscielny 

2615” Pass Long Ball Arsenal Song 

2623” Pass Head Arsenal Nasri 

2625” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Song 

2627” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Wilshere 

2629” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Fabregas 

2630” Goal Through Ball Arsenal Song 

 
44’ Song began the move, 
exchanged with Wilshere 
on the edge of the box 
before stealing the ball 
off Fabregas' foot and 
sliding it home with his 
left foot from ten yards 
out. What a fantastic 
goal. 

Commentary Game Events 



Challenges 

• 2. Complex structure and paraphrases 

Time Type Qualifier Team Player 

2603” pass Free Kick Arsenal Fabregas 

2605” Pass Chipped Arsenal Clichy 

2609” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Koscielny 

2615” Pass Long Ball Arsenal Song 

2623” Pass Head Arsenal Nasri 

2625” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Song 

2627” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Wilshere 

2629” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Fabregas 

2630” Goal Through Ball Arsenal Song 

 
44’ Song began the move, 
exchanged with Wilshere 
on the edge of the box 
before stealing the ball 
off Fabregas' foot and 
sliding it home with his 
left foot from ten yards 
out. What a fantastic 
goal. 

Commentary Game Events 



Challenges 

• 2. Complex structure and paraphrases 

Time Type Qualifier Team Player 

2603” pass Free Kick Arsenal Fabregas 

2605” Pass Chipped Arsenal Clichy 

2609” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Koscielny 

2615” Pass Long Ball Arsenal Song 

2623” Pass Head Arsenal Nasri 

2625” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Song 

2627” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Wilshere 

2629” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Fabregas 

2630” Goal Through Ball Arsenal Song 

 
44’ Song began the move, 
exchanged with Wilshere 
on the edge of the box 
before stealing the ball 
off Fabregas' foot and 
sliding it home with his 
left foot from ten yards 
out. What a fantastic 
goal. 

Commentary Game Events 



Challenges 

• 2. Complex structure and paraphrases 

Time Type Qualifier Team Player 

2603” pass Free Kick Arsenal Fabregas 

2605” Pass Chipped Arsenal Clichy 

2609” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Koscielny 

2615” Pass Long Ball Arsenal Song 

2623” Pass Head Arsenal Nasri 

2625” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Song 

2627” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Wilshere 

2629” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Fabregas 

2630” Goal Through Ball Arsenal Song 

 
44’ Song began the move, 
exchanged with Wilshere 
on the edge of the box 
before stealing the ball 
off Fabregas' foot and 
sliding it home with his 
left foot from ten yards 
out. What a fantastic 
goal. 

Commentary Game Events 



Challenges 
• 3. Not all events are mentioned in the sentence 

 (on average only 2 events per bucket size = 42) 

 

Time Type Qualifier Team Player 

2603” pass Free Kick Arsenal Fabregas 

2605” Pass Chipped Arsenal Clichy 

2609” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Koscielny 

2615” Pass Long Ball Arsenal Song 

2623” Pass Head Arsenal Nasri 

2625” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Song 

2627” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Wilshere 

2629” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Fabregas 

2630” Goal Through Ball Arsenal Song 

Emirates Stadium, England

Referee: Mark Clattenburg

World Cup Live

94'

Thanks for joining us folks, be sure to check out ESPNsoccernet for all the fallout from this game and for all the live updates and action
from tomorrow's Premier League matches. I bid you adieu.

94'

If Manchester United win their game in hand on Chelsea, they will be nine points clear - an incredible swing of 14 points from when the
Blues were five points clear in October. Arsenal, meanwhile, are now right in the hunt.

94'

FT: Comment from ESPNsoccernet's Jon Carter: Wenger called the game 'must-win' and paid attention to the 'mental hurdle' that Arsenal
had to negotiate. Job done, but even he would have been surprised by the lack of fight in Chelsea.

94'

Full-time: ARSENAL 3-1 CHELSEA The Gunners have finally shaken off their Chelsea hoodoo and only Fulham are in worse form
than the champions, who have now failed to win in six games, with just two victories in their past nine. Fantastic result and fully justified
win for Wenger's men, the decision to start Van Persie and Walcott was a tactical masterstroke.

94'

It's all over! A huge victory for the Gunners.

93'

One last break now for Arsenal - Rosicky hits the post! But he was offside anyway.

93'

Just 30 seconds remaining and there is no doubting the outcome of this game now.

92'

Arsenal just patiently spreading the ball around, although Kakuta does well to chase down Diaby.

91'

Wilshere plays in Chamakh but Cech does enough to divert him away from goal by making himself big.

90'

Cole advanced down the left and he is well out of position as Arsenal break now.

90'

Four minutes of added time to play.

89'

 

48'

Another corner for the Gunners now, Nasri to deliver.

48'

Ramires with a heavy tackle on Wilshere, but no card is forthcoming.

47'

Alex Song celebrates giving Arsenal a first-half lead.

47'

Ramires releases Ferreira down the right - that's more attacking intent than he showed in the entire first half.

47'

Van Persie whips it in and Cech fumbles but eventually keeps it in his hands.

46'

Arsenal have an early corner after Walcott's cross is deflected out.

45'

I can wholeheartedly understand Ancelotti's withdrawal of Mikel, he ha sbeen pretty ineffective at protecting the back four.

45'

Right, we're off for the second period...

45'

 Ramires on for Mikel.

45'

HT: Half-time sub for Chelsea, Ramires is coming on for Mikel.

45'

HT: On our Facebook wall, there was one score prediciton of 5-0 to Chelsea. Reckon that was just a tad optimistic from Deni Permana.
Yes, you have been named and shamed!

45'

HT: I'm not sure what the answer will be for Chelsea but I'd say that keeping the ball on the ground would be a good start. Ashley Cole
and Paulo Ferreira have rarely been out of their own half, while Essien and Lampard have been anonymous.

45'

HT: Comment from ESPNsoccernet's Jon Carter: Arsenal have been the more attacking side and have, so far, managed to keep Didier

Drogba quiet at the other end of the pitch. Relief is the over-riding feeling for most Arsenal fans.

45'

HT: The football is just incessant at the moment folks and tomorrow (Tuesday) sees another round of Premier League games. Check out
the latest team news here.

45'

Half-time: ARSENAL 1-0 CHELSEA. The Gunners have shown more attacking intent and have been rewarded for their verve and

 
44’ Song began the move, 
exchanged with Wilshere 
on the edge of the box 
before stealing the ball 
off Fabregas' foot and 
sliding it home with his 
left foot from ten yards 
out. What a fantastic 
goal. 

Commentary Game Events 



Challenges 

• 4. Some sentences correspond to no event 

– Statistics, game analysis  

44’ Song began the move, 
exchanged with Wilshere 
on the edge of the box 
before stealing the ball 
off Fabregas' foot and 
sliding it home with his 
left foot from ten yards 
out. What a fantastic 
goal. 

Time Type Qualifier Team Player 

2603” pass Free Kick Arsenal Fabregas 

2605” Pass Chipped Arsenal Clichy 

2609” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Koscielny 

2615” Pass Long Ball Arsenal Song 

2623” Pass Head Arsenal Nasri 

2625” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Song 

2627” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Wilshere 

2629” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Fabregas 

2630” Goal Through Ball Arsenal Song 



 
44’ Song began the move, 
exchanged with Wilshere 
on the edge of the box 
before stealing the ball 
off Fabregas' foot and 
sliding it home with his 
left foot from ten yards 
out. What a fantastic 
goal. 

Challenges 
• 5. Comments correspond to combination of events 

(Macro events) 
Time Type Qualifier Team Player 

2603” pass Free Kick Arsenal Fabregas 

2605” Pass Chipped Arsenal Clichy 

2609” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Koscielny 

2615” Pass Long Ball Arsenal Song 

2623” Pass Head Arsenal Nasri 

2625” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Song 

2627” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Wilshere 

2629” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Fabregas 

2630” Goal Through Ball Arsenal Song 

 “Arsenal is coming forward” 



 
44’ Song began the move, 
exchanged with Wilshere 
on the edge of the box 
before stealing the ball 
off Fabregas' foot and 
sliding it home with his 
left foot from ten yards 
out. What a fantastic 
goal. 

Challenges 
• 6. Expensive to collect event logs 

– Can world knowledge help to extract event logs? 

Time Type Qualifier Team Player 

2603” pass Free Kick Arsenal Fabregas 

2605” Pass Chipped Arsenal Clichy 

2609” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Koscielny 

2615” Pass Long Ball Arsenal Song 

2623” Pass Head Arsenal Nasri 

2625” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Song 

2627” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Wilshere 

2629” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Fabregas 

2630” Goal Through Ball Arsenal Song 



Time Type Qualifier Team Player 

2592” Pass Throw In Chelsea Kalou 

2594” Tackle Long Ball Arsenal Clichy 

2594” Disposses
s 

Through Ball Chelsea Essien 

2596” foul Through Ball Chelsea Essien 

2603” pass Free Kick Arsenal Fabregas 

2605” Pass Chipped Arsenal Clichy 

2609” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Koscielny 

2615” Pass Long Ball Arsenal Song 

2623” Pass Head Arsenal Nasri 

2625” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Song 

2627” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Wilshere 

2629” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Fabregas 

2630” Goal Through Ball Arsenal Song 

Problem Emirates Stadium, England

Referee: Mark Clattenburg

World Cup Live

94'

Thanks for joining us folks, be sure to check out ESPNsoccernet for all the fallout from this game and for all the live updates and action
from tomorrow's Premier League matches. I bid you adieu.

94'

If Manchester United win their game in hand on Chelsea, they will be nine points clear - an incredible swing of 14 points from when the
Blues were five points clear in October. Arsenal, meanwhile, are now right in the hunt.

94'

FT: Comment from ESPNsoccernet's Jon Carter: Wenger called the game 'must-win' and paid attention to the 'mental hurdle' that Arsenal
had to negotiate. Job done, but even he would have been surprised by the lack of fight in Chelsea.

94'

Full-time: ARSENAL 3-1 CHELSEA The Gunners have finally shaken off their Chelsea hoodoo and only Fulham are in worse form
than the champions, who have now failed to win in six games, with just two victories in their past nine. Fantastic result and fully justified
win for Wenger's men, the decision to start Van Persie and Walcott was a tactical masterstroke.

94'

It's all over! A huge victory for the Gunners.

93'

One last break now for Arsenal - Rosicky hits the post! But he was offside anyway.

93'

Just 30 seconds remaining and there is no doubting the outcome of this game now.

92'

Arsenal just patiently spreading the ball around, although Kakuta does well to chase down Diaby.

91'

Wilshere plays in Chamakh but Cech does enough to divert him away from goal by making himself big.

90'

Cole advanced down the left and he is well out of position as Arsenal break now.

90'

Four minutes of added time to play.

89'

 

48'

Another corner for the Gunners now, Nasri to deliver.

48'

Ramires with a heavy tackle on Wilshere, but no card is forthcoming.

47'

Alex Song celebrates giving Arsenal a first-half lead.

47'

Ramires releases Ferreira down the right - that's more attacking intent than he showed in the entire first half.

47'

Van Persie whips it in and Cech fumbles but eventually keeps it in his hands.

46'

Arsenal have an early corner after Walcott's cross is deflected out.

45'

I can wholeheartedly understand Ancelotti's withdrawal of Mikel, he ha sbeen pretty ineffective at protecting the back four.

45'

Right, we're off for the second period...

45'

 Ramires on for Mikel.

45'

HT: Half-time sub for Chelsea, Ramires is coming on for Mikel.

45'

HT: On our Facebook wall, there was one score prediciton of 5-0 to Chelsea. Reckon that was just a tad optimistic from Deni Permana.
Yes, you have been named and shamed!

45'

HT: I'm not sure what the answer will be for Chelsea but I'd say that keeping the ball on the ground would be a good start. Ashley Cole
and Paulo Ferreira have rarely been out of their own half, while Essien and Lampard have been anonymous.

45'

HT: Comment from ESPNsoccernet's Jon Carter: Arsenal have been the more attacking side and have, so far, managed to keep Didier

Drogba quiet at the other end of the pitch. Relief is the over-riding feeling for most Arsenal fans.

45'

HT: The football is just incessant at the moment folks and tomorrow (Tuesday) sees another round of Premier League games. Check out
the latest team news here.

45'

Half-time: ARSENAL 1-0 CHELSEA. The Gunners have shown more attacking intent and have been rewarded for their verve and

43’ Essien penalised for 
a challenge on Fabregas 
in midfield. 
 
 
44’ Song began the move, 
exchanged with Wilshere 
on the edge of the box 
before stealing the ball 
off Fabregas' foot and 
sliding it home with his 
left foot from ten yards 
out. What a fantastic 
goal. 

Commentary Game Events 



Time Type Qualifier Team Player 

2603” pass Free Kick Arsenal Fabregas 

2605” Pass Chipped Arsenal Clichy 

2609” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Koscielny 

2615” Pass Long Ball Arsenal Song 

2623” Pass Head Arsenal Nasri 

2625” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Song 

2627” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Wilshere 

2629” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Fabregas 

2630” Goal Through Ball Arsenal Song 

44’ Song began the move, 
exchanged with Wilshere on 
the edge of the box before 
stealing the ball off Fabregas' 
foot and sliding it home with 
his left foot from ten yards out. 
What a fantastic goal. 

 

• Find the best set of events     (Macro Event) that 
correspond to the sentence  

 

• Find the best set of events     (Macro Event) that 
correspond to the sentence  

Sentence 
Events in Bucket  

Find the best set of events       (Macro-event) that 
corresponds to the sentence    

   ranks the correspondence between        and    



Time Type Qualifier Team Player 

2592” Pass Throw In Chelsea Kalou 

2594” Tackle Long Ball Arsenal Clichy 

2594” Disposs
ess 

Through Ball Chelsea Essien 

2596” foul Through Ball Chelsea Essien 

2603” pass Free Kick Arsenal Fabregas 

2605” Pass Chipped Arsenal Clichy 

2609” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Koscielny 

2615” Pass Long Ball Arsenal Song 

2623” Pass Head Arsenal Nasri 

2625” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Song 

2627” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Wilshere 

2629” Pass Through Ball Arsenal Fabregas 

2630” Goal Through Ball Arsenal Song 

43’ Essien penalised for 
a challenge on Fabregas 
in midfield. 
 
 
44’ Song began the 
move, exchanged with 
Wilshere on the edge of 
the box before stealing 
the ball off Fabregas' 
foot and sliding it home 
with his left foot from 
ten yards out. What a 
fantastic goal. 

S-43’ E-1 Pair-1: 

S-43’ E-2 Pair-2: 

S-43’ E-3 Pair-3: 

S-43’ E-4 Pair-3: 

S-43’ E-5 Pair-4: 

S-43’ E-6 Pair-5: 

S-43’ E-7 Pair-6: 

S-44’ E-5 Pair-7: 

S-44’ E-6 Pair-8: 

S-44’ E-7 Pair-9: 

S-44’ E-8 Pair-10: 

S-44’ E-9 Pair-11: 

S-44’ E-10 Pair-12: 

S-44’ E-11 Pair-13: 

S-44’ E-12 Pair-14: 

• Solution: rank pairs according to 
popularity among all the pairs 

– Popularity of a pair requires a 
notion of similarity between pairs 

 [Hajishirzi et. al.’12] 



Similarity between Pairs 

1: Chelsea looking for penalty as 

Malouda’s header hits Koscielny. 

Pass Head Chelsea Malouda 

1: Chelsea looking for penalty as 

Malouda’s header hits Koscielny. 

Foul Head Arsenal Koschielny 



Similarity between Pairs 

• Pattern of correspondence:  
Co-occurrence of words and arguments matter 

 1: Chelsea looking for penalty as 

Malouda’s header hits Koscielny. 

Pass Head Chelsea Malouda 

1: Chelsea looking for penalty as 

Malouda’s header hits Koscielny. 

Foul Head Arsenal Koschielny 



Similarity between Pairs 

1: Chelsea looking for penalty as 

Malouda’s header hits Koscielny. 

Pass Head Chelsea Malouda 

1: Chelsea looking for penalty as 

Malouda’s header hits Koscielny. 

Foul Head Arsenal Koschielny 

• Discriminative Similarity (Pair Model) 

– Learn the correspondence pattern in each pair 

• Discriminate the pair from the rest 

 

• Pattern of correspondence:  
Co-occurrence of words and arguments matter 

 



Pair Models 
+ 

- 

Exemplar SVM [Malisiewicz, ICCV’11] 

S E

(S       ,       E)

(S       ,       E)

Pair Model (S,E): 

1: Chelsea looking for penalty as 

Malouda’s header hits Koscielny. 

Pass Head Chelsea Malouda 

W(S,E )



Ranking Pairs 
• Build a similarity graph 

– Nodes: pairs 
– Edges: similarity between pairs 

C A 

D 

B 

G E 

H 

Sim(A,G)

 

• A popular pair has many highly similar pairs that 
are popular  PageRank algorithm 

H 



S-43’ E-1 Pair-1: 

S-43’ E-2 Pair-2: 

S-43’ E-3 Pair-3: 

S-43’ E-4 Pair-3: 

S-43’ E-5 Pair-4: 

S-43’ E-6 Pair-5: 

S-43’ E-7 Pair-6: 

S-44’ E-5 Pair-7: 

S-44’ E-6 Pair-8: 

S-44’ E-7 Pair-9: 

S-44’ E-8 Pair-10: 

S-44’ E-9 Pair-11: 

S-44’ E-10 Pair-12: 

S-44’ E-11 Pair-13: 

S-44’ E-12 Pair-14: 

S-44’ E-13 Pair-15: 

Popularity 
Ranking  

S-43’ E-5 Pair-5: 

S-43’ E-2 Pair-2: 

S-43’ E-1 Pair-1: 

S-43’ E-3 Pair-3: 

S-43’ E-4 Pair-4: 

S-43’ E-7 Pair-7: 

S-43’ E-6 Pair-6: 

S-44’ E-10 Pair-10: 

S-44’ E-8 Pair-8: 

S-44’ E-15 Pair-15: 

S-44’ E-12 Pair-12: 

S-44’ E-11 Pair-11: 

S-44’ E-3 Pair-3: 

S-44’ E-9 Pair-9: 

S-44’ E-14 Pair-14: 

S-44’ E-7 Pair-7: 

Pair Models 

Macro-
event ? 

Macro-
event ? 



Discovering Macro-events 

• Our ranking function is sub-modular 

• Greedy approach to generate macro-events 
In each bucket 

– Start with best scoring event 

– Merge events that maximize marginal benefit 
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Chelsea looking for a penalty as Malouda's 
header hits Koscielny, not a chance as it hit 

him in the stomach.!

First attack for Drogba, outmuscling Sagna and 
sending an effort in from the edge of the box 

which is blocked, and Song then brings down 
Drogba for a free kick !

!

Two poor efforts for the price of one from 
the free kick as Nasri's shot hits the wall 

before Vermaelen fires wide.!
!

Ev
en

t&

E:Foul   Q:Head Pass   T:Chelsea   P:MaloudaE:Challenge  Q: Thr ough Ball  T:Ar senal   P:Sagna E:Miss    Q: Pass    T:Ar senal    P:Sagna

To
p
&

W
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'penalty’,&'looking’,&'hits’,&'Foul’,&'header’,&
'chance’,&'chelsea’,&'city’,&'clear’,'half’&

&

'box’,&'first’,'edge’,'block’,&'a@ack’,'effort’,&
'kick’,&'free’,’wide’,&break&

&

'shot’,&'wide’,&'two’,&'hits’,&'poor’,'one'&
&&&&'free’,&'kick’,&’Miss’,&'chelsea'&

&

To
p
&S
en

te
n
ce
s&

Alex&Song&is&too&strong&for&Malouda,&who&goes&
down&looking&for&a&foul.&Nothing&given&by&the&

referee.&
&

Foul&by&Arshavin&as&he&blocks&Essien's&a@ack.&He's&
lucky&to&escape&a&card&there.&

&

A&choppy&start&from&both&sides&with&
possession&swapping&hands&regularly.&

Wilshere&gets&stuck&into&Jovanovic&and&gives&
away&a&free&kick.&

&

Figure 2: Qualitative analysis of PairModels: Each column corresponds to aPairModel trained with a sentence on the first row and the
event in the second row as the positive example. The learned PairModel assigns high values to the features corresponding to the words
in the third row. The closest sentence under the learned pattern of correspondences between the sentence and the event in the pair is
shown in the fourth row.

names between sentences and events exist in the negative

set. This way we try to make sure that negative examples

do not contain the same patterns of correspondences as the

positive examples.

We then fit linear SVMs [Fan et al., 2008] to the positive

and negative examples for each pair. We use LibLinear

with c = 100. We weight positive instances to avoid the

affects of unbalanced data. We then apply the PairRank

with the damping factor d = 0.5 to rank the pairs based

on their consistency. To create macro-events we run Algo-

rithm 4 with k = 4.

0.13%
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0.38%

0.43%

0.48%

0.53%
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F1%

Game%Halves%

Our% No%PairModel% No%PairRank% [liang%et%al'09]%

Figure 4: Our method outperforms the state-of-the-art on all the
games.

Method F1 AUC Precision Recall

No PairModel 23.3 36.4 37.3 17.1

No PairRank 27.3 37.4 39.4 21.1

MIL 11.0 36.8 37.3 7.0
[Liang et al., 2009] 27.6 N/A 27.2 28.4

Our approach 41.4 46.8 33.9 54.0

Table 1: Average performance of different approaches over all
games in our dataset.

4.1.1 Compar isons

We compare the performance of our method with the stat-

of-the-art method [Liang et al., 2009], a Multiple In-

stance Learning (MIL) method [Andrews et al., 2002],

and two baselines where we replace either the PairModel

with a non-discriminative similarity metric, or replace the

PairRank with a voting method. As the main testbed, we

use our professional soccer dataset where we have 16 half

games (8 games). Figure 4 plots the comparisons men-

tioned above on all 16 half games. We use F1 as the mea-

sure of performance per half game. Our method signifi-

cantly outperforms the state-of-the-art [Liang et al., 2009]

and baselines. Table 1 contains the results of all the afore-

mentioned methodsusing F1 and AUC measures averaged

over all half games.

[L iang et al., 2009] This approach uses a generative

model that learns the correspondence between sentences

and events. Theinputsaresentences and thecorresponding

events in the bucket. We use their publicly available code

and run their method for 5 iterations. The light blue curve

in Figure 4 corresponds to their performance (in terms of

F1) on all half games. To have a generous comparison, we

report the best results achieved during 5 iterations (some-

times the best performance is achieved earlier than 5 itera-

tions). Table 1 shows the average accuracy of this method

over all the games. Our model outperforms this method by

more than 14% in F1. Due to the complexity of the model,
[Liang et al., 2009] cannot takeadvantageof thefull capac-

ity of thedomain. It runsout of memory on amachine with

8GB of memory when using 6 arguments. To be compat-

ible, we decrease the number of arguments of every event

to 3 arguments t eam, pl ayer - name, qual i f i er ,

in all the comparisons. Even after decreasing the number

of arguments, the method of [Liang et al., 2009] still runs

out of memory for one game that consist of long sentences

(half-game 16). The reason is that this approach grows

exponentially with the number of arguments whereas our

Game-by-Game Accuracy 



Qualitative Results 

4: Cole is sent off for a lunge on Koscielny, it was 

poor, it was late but I'm not entirely sure that should 

have been red. 

 

 Foul  Long Ball  Liverpool  J. Cole 

 Foul  Through Ball  Arsenal  L. Koscielny 

 Card  None  Liverpool  J. Cole 



Experiment with a Benchmark Data: 
RoboCup Soccer 

0.2$

0.25$

0.3$

0.35$
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0.45$

1$ 2$ 3$ 4$ 5$ 6$

Figure 5: Average F1 over all games by increasing the number
of iterations.

all PairModels on all pairs. We then compute the score

of each pair by counting thenumber of non-negativeconfi-

dence values. Replacing the PairRank model with avoting

scheme decreases the performance by 13%.

We also analyze the importance of incorporating macro-

events. To this purpose, we enforce our model to produce

macro-events at multiple different lengths. Figure 5 plots

theF1 measuresagainst themaximum cardinality of macro

events. Forming macro-events up to the cardinality 4 dra-

matically boosts the performance. Our experiments do not

show any boost by adding longer macro-events.

4.1.2 Qualitative Examples

Figure 3 shows examples of macro-events discovered by

our method in correspondence to the sentences in the first

column. The correspondences are not obvious and show

deep understanding of sentences in commentaries. To

further analyze the intermediate result of our model, we

looked at the top scoring dimensions in the features for

specific events. For example for event Foul , the highest

weights correspond to ‘Foul’ ,‘ free’ ,‘kick’ ,‘card’ , ‘danger-

ous’ , and ‘ late’ . For the event Save, the highest dimen-

sions corresponds to ‘Save’ ,‘goal’ , ‘shot’ ,‘block’ ,‘ball’ .

4.2 RoboCup Soccer Commentary

We also compare our approach with the state-of-the-art

methods in theRoboCup soccer dataset [Chen and Mooney,

2008]. The data is based on commentaries of four cham-

pionship games of the RoboCup simulation league. Each

game is associated with asequence of human comments in

English and the Robocup soccer events that happen in the

original game tagged with time. Sentences are on average

5.7 words long. Thereare17 events, including actions with

the ball or other game information. The buckets are gen-

erated by mapping sentences and the events that occurred

within 5 time steps of when the comments were recorded.

There are in total 1,919 pairs and average of 2.4 events per

bucket. It is assumed that every sentence is matched with

at most one event. Following previous approach, we adopt

Approach F1

[Chen and Mooney, 2008] 67.0
[Chen et al., 2010] 73.5
[Liang et al., 2009] 75.7
[Hajishirzi et al., 2011] 77.9

Our approach 81.6

Table 2: The average F1 scores of 4 fold cross validation in the

Roboup dataset.

the scheme of 4 fold cross validation and report the micro-

averaged results for four games in terms of F1. Table 2

demonstrates that our method outperforms thestate-of-the-

art. [Hajishirzi et al., 2011] uses domain knowledge about

soccer events instead of buckets information. [Chen et al.,

2010] can achieve the F1 of 79.1% by initializing with the

output generated by [Liang et al., 2009].

5 Discussion and FutureWork

In this paper, we present an approach that can find macro-

events that best describe sentences given abucket of events

that correspond to each sentence. Our method takes ad-

vantage of a discriminative notion of correspondence cou-

pled with a ranking technique to find popular pairs in our

professional soccer dataset. To avoid exponential searches

over all possiblewaysof merging events in abucket weuse

a greedy approximation with reasonable bounds. We up-

date the macro-events incrementally by combining events

that provide maximum marginal benefits. Our experi-

ments show significant improvement over the state-of-the-

art methods. In fact, our method achieves an F1 measure

of 41.4% comparing to the state of the art performance

of 27.6% in professional soccer commentaries. Also, our

method outperforms state-of-the-art on RoboCup dataset.

Our method can assign a macro-event to a part of the text

that cannot be further segmented. For instance, the first

part of the sentence 1 in Figure 3 is mapped to both pass

and corner. We argue that we need to first align sentences

with macro-events and then start the segmentation with a

relaxed one-to-one assumption. Discovering strategy-level

macro events still remains open. For example our method

cannot align attack or coming forward with seriesof passes.

We believe that we can make progress by augmenting our

method with more powerful Natural Language Processing

tools that improves lexical analysis. Also, our method can-

not address thecaseswhere there isno event corresponding

to asentence. Our formulation forces at least oneevent per

sentence. This is not desirable for many domains includ-

ing soccer commentaries where there are several sentences

that do not correspond to any ball-related event in thegame.

Our ultimategoal isto build an automatic commentary gen-

eration for professional soccer games. This paper is one

step forward toward that big goal.

1 

   2. Use pair models and ranking with weak supervision 

[Hajishirzi et al., 2012] 2 

1. Incorporating dynamics: evolution of narratives 
     Can domain knowledge replace the need of event logs? 



Multiple Instance Learning 

E-SVMs 

DSG 

Maximal Cliques 

Random Walk 



Standard Benchmarks  

[Hajishirzi et al., 2013] 



What’s Next? 
 

• Larger Scale Macro-events: 

– “Arsenal is coming forward” 

 

• Segmentation 
– Sentence-level not good enough for generation 

 

• Story generation given a video 

– Automatic commentary generation 

 

 

 

 

 



Spoken Language Interaction  
with Children 



Multi-party Interaction 

 

• What do they mean? 
– Unexpected vocabulary 

– Indirect reference  

• Who is the speech directed to? 

– Side conversations 

• Who produces the speech? 

– Talking at the same time 

– Mouth occlusion 

 

• When to take the turn? 



Addressee Identification and Turn 
Taking in Multi-child Interactions 

• Are there any regularities in children’s behavior? 
 

• How children’s behavior differ from adults? 
 

• How autonomous character can take advantage of 
the regularities? 
 

• Can we take advantage of temporal and group 
behavior?  
 

• Take or Wait? Learning Turn-taking from Multi-
party Data 

[Hajishirzi et. al.’12 and Liete et. al.’13] 



Thank You! 

 



Addressee Identification in Multi-child 
Interactions 

• Regularity in children behavior 

• Models for automatic AID in multi-child 
interactions 

– Multi-modal features help in AID 

– Group and history models help in AID 

 

 

[Hajishirzi et. al.’12] 


